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Abstract 
With the intensifying competition in publishing industry, the publisher has increasing demand for fine management 
depended on ERP management system. However, the contradiction between strict administration and flexible market 
law makes the application of ERP system encounter many obstacles, which is especially obvious in medium and 
small publishers. Thus, this paper analyzes the basic condition for medium and small publishers to carry out EPR 
system and proposes the guidelines for remedying other shortfalls by increasing the flexibility of system. Besides, 
this paper specifically analyzes the five custom functions that ERP system should have, which can dramatically 
increase the flexibility of ERP system and effectively solve many non-standard and unfixed business problems in 
order to better meet actual needs. 
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1. Introduction 
With the gradual completion of reform of cultural system, the publishing industry of our nation has 
stepped into maturity and fine management period from rapid development period. Thus, the traditional 
extensive management of book publishing unit must have to step forward to fine management. More and 
more publishers have realized the important role the ERP system played in fine management as well as in 
market competition, and especially the large scale and strong publishing group have actively involved in 
the construction of the ERP project,. But if seen from the recent result, the outcome of construction of the 
ERP system is not optimistic because of the dropping expected goal, the dragged construction duration 
and swelling construction cost, which greatly dampened the confidence and enthusiasm of medium and 
small publishers that are preparing to implement ERP system. 
As an industry of ideology, publishing industry has several particularities. And it has a set of very strict 
content management system in the aspect of administration. However, facing the changing market, 
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publishers have to constantly change the management means to meet the demand of market. Thus, the 
ERP system of publishers must satisfy the needs of both strict administration and flexible market law, 
which is obvious for medium and small publishers. For most of medium and small publishers are 
inadequate of management staff, difficult in setting up special post and inferior to big publishing group in 
the aspect of strictly making and implementing management criterion. Facing these practical situations 
which are contrary to the aim of ERP system, the medium and small publishers need more flexibility to 
improve competitiveness in market competition. 
Although the effect of ERP system is influenced by several factors, such as management standard, the 
quality of personnel and implementation, the quality of ERP software system itself is also crucial. For a 
high quality ERP software system can compensate or reduce the impact of other factors and adapt to more 
complex, more flexible business needs. The following discussion is about the medium and small 
publishers’ requirements for ERP system from the view of system. 
2. Flexibility of System 
ERP system can be judged from the point of software, such as stability, safety, flexibility and so on. 
For a medium and small publisher, the number of users is comparatively limited and the using 
environment is more closed, however, which can be well solved through some technique means. But only 
the flexibility of system can not be replaced, and the flexibility is the key to solve the problems faced by 
medium and small publishers. Thus, the flexibility of ERP becomes the most important criteria for 
judging the quality of ERP system. 
In order to meet the complicated and changing business need of medium and small publishers, the 
effect and rate of success of ERP system would dramatically lifted if it has the following five custom 
functions: 
2.1. Process Customization 
The working process can be sorted into two kinds: one is the fixed working process which means that 
the path and application is determined, thus customers would customize less content and often directly use 
it. The other one is to custom working process where system only provides working process design, 
operating environment and basic elements, which are composed into a variety of processes by system 
management staff. Generally speaking, the process of compile, print and publish is same, but there are 
different modes existed among publishers in the aspects of management, sales and settlement, storage 
management, financial settlement and so on, which leads to different publishers having different business 
processes. Therefore, in order to meet the needs of different business processes, the traditional approach is 
to fix business at a few specific working processes. But this way is lack of flexibility. Once the business 
process changes, it needs to modify and compile as well as release the software code, which would waste 
a lot of human and material resources as well as bring many unstable factors to system, while the process 
customization is just fulfilling this gap. This includes the following features: 
a) Free setting approval point. There are a lot of business processes within the publishing company, 
and the approval situation of each process differs. Even the approval situation of the same business 
process would change in different period. Under normal circumstances, the approval of business process 
within company is transferred according to apartment or position. Although it is for post not for person, 
the actual approval is still do by specific person. For the working process is finished by end point, and 
each end point has a corresponding“carrier|” who can casually add approval point in working process, and 
each approval point could correspond to different person. 
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b) A sheet can be approved many times. During the process of approval, not all denied form would be 
invalid. Sometimes they would be returned to applicant for modification and continue the approval 
process. Thus, here involves the problem that a form can be approved many times. 
c) Countersign is allowed. A business process has many approval points during the approval process. 
Sometimes a approval point needs several person to countersign. Only after all crew’s agreement, the 
business process can go on until the end of the approval of process. 
d) Free compiling business process. Approval process can be customized by customers. Once the 
original process need to be modified or add new process, just to provide the interface for users to conduct 
free edit, and no longer need to revise the system code. 
2.2. Sheet Customization 
In ERP system, no matter what kind of business will be reflected in the form of sheet, such as sell list, 
gathering list, book publishing program, printing instruction and so on. In practical use, customers may 
use any kind of sheet. Therefore, some systems predefine a set of sheet templates for users to directly use 
or to limit users to choose among them. This method is easy to carry out notwithstanding, it is hard to 
meet the user’s changing need. When the system is running, the practical need is always developing. It has 
to be accomplished in complicated ERP system by process code if according to a fixed sheet of design 
patterns, which must waste great amount of energy and bring about new error and data chaos, even leads 
to serious problem. While by sheet customization, it can fast change field, change logic meaning and 
association of field, modify the form and pattern of sheet. Specific features includes the following three 
points: 
a) Sheet Content Customization. By setting sheet content customization, fixed word and system 
associated value, sheet can become interface that interacts with the user. Thus, user interacts with sheet 
and do data entry and business processes. 
b) Sheet Form Customization. Sheet is the interface interacting with user, and the form of sheet is 
finished by setting, including font format, tabular format, photo location and so on. 
c) Sheet Calculation Customization. Part of content of sheet can be obtained by related field calculation 
of existing sheet in system, or by newly entered data calculation. For example,  inputted price and quantity 
can be automatically calculated out the amount. Thus, the custom calculation between data is very 
important. 
2.3. Report Customization 
Report in the ERP system design is essential, for one of the biggest benefits for people using the 
system to deal with daily business lies in that it can quickly produce the required types of business reports 
and statistical reports. From a practical point of view, the requirements of user for inquiry and report are 
always constantly changing and uncertain. Under the circumstances that when the project development 
cycle is longer, we often find that need that are determined according to the initial inquiry and report can 
not satisfy the need of customers when delivering project, which leads to the dispute between 
development side and client-side because the report does not meet the needs. From the developer’s point 
of view, it belongs to Requirements change. Moreover, the workload of programming report is often 
enormous and exhausting. However, from the viewpoint of customer, even the main business is 
unchanged, it is also very common to add some queries items(fields) in inquiry or statistical reports. 
Therefore, the report customization in the ERP system is also very important. Report customization 
includes the following two points: 
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a) Report Registration Management Function. User can add new report, modify an old sheet or delete a 
sheet that no longer needs. The system embodies in adding and deleting a report template and provide a 
data source for the report template. The exact method is that to choose related field of certain report 
templates from system interface to form a new report or assign a SQL statement for it. 
b) Data Source Parameters Defined Function. System’s performance of the report are finally reflected 
in executing the SQL statement. Data source parameters defined function means that before each 
execution of SQL statement, a certain given range or condition is required from users, such as assigning a 
time ranger. The features of these statements is that parameter value can not be determined in advance, 
but its required basic data items and condition items can be determined beforehand. In this regard, the 
system must provide a way for users to specify the basic SQL statements and related conditions. 
2.4. Printing Format Customization 
In practical applications of the ERP system, the important documents and statements would be printed 
and archived. Printing function almost covers each aspect of system, its printing paper, content pattern and 
printing content is often unfixed. Thus, printing format customization can adapt to any need and change 
during application, which includs the following two functions: 
a) Printing Templates Format Customization. Printing format is always finished by setting printing 
templates which includes page layout, table head, text content of table body, format, location and other 
form. 
b) Printing Template Content Extraction Customization. The main data of print comes from changing 
data content, that is to define the date content in printing templates. These dates can be extracted from 
sheet, report or database of system for printing need. 
2.5. Logic Function Customization  
It has a higher requirement for ERP system, that is to allow developers to change the function of 
existing system component or add new functions by system connector and program design, which can 
avoid the redevelopment and compilation of entire module results from failure of meet particular need, 
and can better adapt to the individual need of customers. 
3. Summary 
The actual situation that the medium and small publishers have relatively more business change makes 
a higher demand for the flexibility of ERP system. This paper points out five crucial custom functions 
ERP system should have. Through these functions, the flexibility of ERP system can be improved and the 
practical need would be satisfied greatly. Especially when frequent changes happen in business, there can 
be more reliable and safer to modify the system to meet new business needs. 
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